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1)Progressive Image Transmission over OFDM with Rate and Power Allocation 

A modified Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) system for robust 

progressive image Transmission is proposed in this paper. A joint source-channel coder 

(JSCC) is employed in the modified OFDM system. The set partitioning hierarchical trees 

(SPIHT) used as source code, and The Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC) used as a 

channel coder. The SPIHT coder is modified to generate four different groups of bit 

stream relative to its significances. An unequal error protection (UEP) is suggested for 

data groups with the LDPC coder. Also, the modified OFDM system includes an adaptive 

clipping technique as a Peak to average power ratio (PAPR) reduction technique for 

OFDM signal. This proposed PAPR reduction technique is based on adaptive clipping for 

the amplitude of the input signal, where each of signals related to the different four 

groups of the modified SPIHT coder is clipped with a different clipping level according to 

the group sensitivity. To demonstrate the efficiency of the modified OFDM system with 

proposed PAPR reduction technique, the simulation results are presented based on bit 

error rate (BER), the Peak-signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and PAPR over AWGN channel. 

Based on the simulation results, the proposed structure provides a significant 

improvement in BER and PSNR performances and a reduction in PAPR is achieved. 

 

2) A Dynamic hand gesture recognition system for controlling VLC media player 

In this paper we have discussed a low cost system which uses dynamic hand gesture 

recognition technique to control the VLC media player. This application contains a central 

computation module which segments the foreground part of the frame using skin 

detection and approximate median technique. The recognition of gesture is done by 

creating a Decision Tree, that uses various features extracted from the segmented part. 

This hand gesture recognition technique introduces a new, natural way to interact with 

computers. 

 

3)Energy-Efficient Data Collection in Multiple Mobile Gateways WSN-MCN 

convergence  system. 

Here in this paper we are defining one wireless sensor network. Here nodes are called as 

sensors. In this paper, we propose a multiple mobile sinks energy-efficient data 

collection (MSE²DC) scheme for query-driven data delivery in tree-topology WSN and 

mobile cellular network (MCN) convergence system.  By implanting the proposed 

algorithm, only necessary sensors should be activated for data delivery while the other 

sensors could keep sleeping to save energy consumption. Data gathering is a 

fundamental task of wireless sensor network (WSN). Recently, mobile sink has been 

exploited for data gathering in WSN to reduce and balance energy expenditure among 

sensors. How to energy-efficiently collect and transmit the data in case of multiple 

mobile sinks is a hot research topic. In the system, user equipments (UEs, or sinks or 



gateways) are equipped with WSN air-interface and act as mobile gateways to 

supervisory control the WSN data gathering and provide backhaul data links for the 

WSN. The WSN sensors are purposely activated for data delivery. Simulation results 

demonstrate that the significant energy saving of MSE²DC. 

 

4)Optical Image Encryption Based on Chaotic Baker Map and Double Random 

Phase Encoding. 

This paper presents a new technique for optical image encryption based on chaotic Baker 

map and Double Random Phase Encoding (DRPE). This technique is implemented in two 

layers to enhance the security level of the classical DRPE. The first layer is a pre-

processing layer, which is performed with the chaotic Baker map on the original image. 

In the second layer, the classical DRPE is utilized. Matlab simulation experiments show 

that the proposed technique enhances the security level of the DRPE, and at the same 

time has a better immunity to noise. 

 

5)  Performance Evaluation of Variable Rates Raptor Codes in Mobile WiMAX 

In order to facilitate efficient and reliable delivery of information, the physical layer of 

mobile WiMAX (IEEE 802.16e- 2005) is equipped with several forward error correction 

coding schemes. In this paper, we investigate the performance of raptor codes in the 

IEEE 802.16e-2005 physical layer employing the different rates Low Density Parity-

Check (LDPC) code classes described in the standard as pre-codes. The results obtained 

showed that the performance of raptor codes is better compared to the LPDC codes over 

the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel. 

 

6)   Handling Area Fault in Multiple-Sink Wireless Sensor Networks 

In Wireless Sensor Network all sensor nodes have the equal probability to fail and 

therefore the data delivery in sensor networks is inherently faulty and unpredictable. 

Most of the sensor network applications need reliable data delivery to sink instead of 

point-to-point reliability. Therefore, it is vital to provide fault tolerant techniques for 

distributed sensor network applications. This paper presents a robust recovery 

mechanism of nodes failure in a certain region of the network during data delivery. It 

dynamically finds new node to route data from source nodes to sink. The proposed 

algorithm is integrated easily in data delivery mechanisms where area failure in a certain 

geographical region is not considered. This recovery mechanism is focused on multiple-

sink partitioned network. It is found that it quickly selects alternative node from its 1-

hop neighbor list when there are no forwarding nodes available and establishes route 

from source to sink. Simulations are done in Matlab environment. 

 



7)  Data Aggregation Approach Using Neural Network in Wireless Sensor 

Networks 

The main idea of the data aggregation and in-network processing approaches is to 

combine the data arriving from different sources (sensor nodes) at certain aggregation 

points (or simply aggregators) en route, eliminate  redundancies by performing simple 

processing at the aggregation points, and minimize the total amount of data 

transmission before forwarding data to the external BS. Removing redundancies results 

in transmitting fewer number of bits, and hence reduces energy consumption and 

increases the sensor nodes’ lifetimes. A number of studies that compared aggregation 

scheme, concluded that enhanced network throughput and more potential energy 

savings are highly possible using data aggregation and in-network processing in WSNs.   

In this proposed algorithm we are looking for an algorithm which checks validity of the 

data packet by using the neural network and Hash function key in order to reduce the 

energy consumption for transmission of unwanted, invalid and redundant packets in the 

network. The performance of the algorithm is compared with other methods of 

communication for packets transfer between the nodes and base station. 

 

8)  Fast Detecting Moving Objects in Moving Background using ORB Feature 

Matching 

Moving objects detection in moving background is a prerequisite for many analyses and 

applications in computer vision. The most challenging part of moving objects detection in 

moving background is that motion induced by camera moving may dominate the 

observed motion, which makes existing  methods cannot detect the real moving objects 

from the moving background robustly and computationally efficient. In this paper, we 

proposed a very fast method that can detect moving objects from moving background 

accurately without prior knowledge of the camera motion characteristics. Frame 

difference that caused by camera motion is compensated by Oriented FAST and Rotated 

BRIEF (ORB) features matching. Mismatched features between two frames are rejected 

by the proposed method for a good accuracy of compensation. To validate the proposed 

algorithm, we test it on three real videos and compare its performance with Scale 

Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) based and Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF) 

based method. The results show that the proposed method is at forty times faster than 

SIFT based method and twenty times faster than SURF based method, while detecting 

more accurately in many situations. 

 

9) An Efficient Sidescan Sonar Image Denoising Method Based on a New 

Roughness Entropy Fractal Dimension 

This paper proposed a fractal-wavelet (FW) denoising alternative based on applying 

texture analysis technique to the fractal matching process. Texture has been regarded as 



a similarity grouping in an image. Roughness is a perceived property to describe the 

structural texture. This paper applies the roughness entropy fractal dimension (REFD) 

algorithm to FW coding process, as the REFD FW algorithm, in finding each range 

subtree for the optimal matched domain subtree according to the best possible minimal 

differential of texture similarity measurements. It is believed that such measurement 

would well capture the texture similarity. The REFD FW algorithm denoises a side-scan 

sonar image in such a way that the parts of noise-free image have to be approximated 

as well as possible whereas the noisy parts are discarded. The best possible minimal 

distance between the two REFD values of domain-range subtrees is used to determine 

which the best approximation is. The minimal similarity distance quantifies the degree of 

texture similarity between domain-range subtrees. The REFD FW algorithm have been 

applied to two side-scan sonar images, one is the wreck of M.V. Sea Angel which is taken 

by the Polaris, Taiwan, and the wreck of a sailing schooner from MSTL, in different 

configurations to investigate the corresponding quality of the images using two error 

criteria: mean square error (MSE) and the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR). The 

experimental results indicate that the REFD is appropriate as the criteria of determining 

range domain matching in FW coder to well approximate the images. We conclude that 

the REFD FW algorithm is adaptable in denoising side-scan sonar image and that the 

images are more appealing visually. 

 

10) Performance Enhancement of MC-CDMA System Using LDPC Codes. 

A turbo block code (TBC) technique for improving the performance of a multi-carrier 

code division multiple access (MC-CDMA) system in terms of bit error rate (BER) is 

proposed in this paper. The objective of this work is to develop a coding scheme that 

generates low BER code-words. By implementing a time domain TBC, designed using 

powerful low density parity check (LDPC) code, the BER performance of MC-CDMA 

system is improved and the same is proved through simulation. Two types of LDPC 

codes, viz. random LDPC codes and quasi cyclic (QC) LDPC codes are analyzed. These 

codes also have error correction capability along with high performance efficiency in 

terms of BER. In addition a decoding algorithm with moderate decoding complexity and 

with feasible soft output generation is also proposed for each LDPC code. 

 

11)BER Analysis of Mobile WiMAX System using LDPC Coding and MIMO System 

under Rayleigh Channel 

WiMAX is called worldwide interoperability for microwave access. This is one of the 

methods of wireless communication standard named under IEEE 802.16 standard. In this 

technique, simulation of the WiMAX system is performed under different channel 

conditions. The same system is simulated in two different scenarios.  In the first 

scenario, the system is made work under LDPC encoding and LDPC decoding method of 



channel coding. In the second scenario, the system is made to work under OSTBC 

encoder and OSTBC combiner (encoder) of MIMO. The performance of the system is s 

studied and compared under LDPC and MIMO encoder and decoder techniques. 

 

12)A Comparison between different Colour Image Contrast Enhancement 

Algorithms 

In this paper, we study different colour image contrast enhancement algorithms to bring 

about the comparison between their performance which shows the improvement in the 

visual quality of the colour images captured under poor illumination and/or other color 

illumination conditions. The motivation behind this work is to improve the features in the 

image that are not clearly visible due to the influence of the illumination conditions and 

to achieve colour rendition and dynamic range compression for the low contrast images. 

Hence main objective is to remove the illumination effect present in the image. The 

methods discussed here acts like the pre processing techniques for images which are 

used for further image processing applications. The Retinex and Homomorphic methods 

acts like filtering techniques which are used to remove the low frequency illumination 

components of the images while retaining the high frequency reflectance components. 

The main goal of the Retinex theory is to compensate for local brightness in the images. 

It tries to flatten (reduce) the gap between the local bright and dark region, and 

provides with a better perception effect, especially on the fine features of region of 

interest (ROI). In the Retinex method, the surround functions acts like high pass filter, 

and in the present study we have used Gaussian, Laplacian and Gamma distribution 

functions as surround functions. We report the performance of each these surround 

functions. In the Homomorphic filtering method a high pass filter is used as a surround 

function. Here the illumination and the reflectance values of the pixels are separated 

based on illuminationreflectance model. The main idea of Homomorphic filtering 

enhancement is to remove the illumination in image. The Homomorphic filtering destroys 

some part of the image which does not require enhancement. That part is recovered 

here by using a threshold after applying the Homomorphic technique to the image. We 

also compare the retinex and Homomorphic method in the context of image contrast 

enhancement. 

 

13) Development of Multiscale Retinex Algorithm for Medical Image 

Enhancement Based on Multi-Rate Sampling 

This paper proposes a development of novel multiscale retinex algorithm for medical 

image enhancement based on multi-rate sampling. The proposed work adopts HSV color 

space, since HSV color space separates color from intensity. The enhancement of 

medical image is achieved by downsampling the original image into five versions, 

namely, tiny, small, medium, fine, and normal scale. Further, the contrast stretching and 



multiscale retinex (MSR) techniques are exploited in order to enhance the scaled 

versions of the image. Finally, the image is reconstructed by combining each of these 

scales in an efficient way to obtain the composite enhanced image. The efficiency of the 

proposed algorithm is validated by conducting numerous experiments on spinal cord 

images. Reconstructed image using proposed method highlights the details (edges and 

tissues), reduces image noise (Gaussian and Speckle) and improves the overall contrast. 

The proposed algorithm also enhances sharp edges of the tissue surrounding the spinal 

cord regions which is useful for diagnosis of spinal cord lesions. Elaborated experiments 

are conducted on several medical images and results presented show that the enhanced 

medical pictures are of good quality and is far better compared to other researcher 

methods. 

 

14)  Performance Analysis of µ-law Companding & SQRT Techniques for M-QAM 

OFDM systems 

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is an efficient transmission technique 

for high data rate communication systems. The major problem of OFDM system is Peak 

to Average Power Ratio (PAPR) which reduces the efficiency of the system and increases 

the system complexity. In this paper, logarithmic based companding (i.e, mu law) and 

Square rooting companding (SQRT) have been suggested as simple and effective PAPR 

reduction techniques for OFDM. This paper analyzes mu law and SQRT companding 

OFDM signal on M ary QAM modulation technique. Simulation results show that the SQRT 

OFDM system is an effective technique in reducing PAPR and improved BER performance 

than OFDM system with mu-law companding transform. Comparison among mu law and 

SQRT companding techniques is made for the best suited companding technique for 

PAPR reduction in OFDM system. The Simulation result also shows that by modulating a 

signal at a fixed subcarriers for different modulation technique, the error in the 

transmitted data increases rapidly whereas in case of fixed modulation techniques , 

increasing the number of subcarriers the PAPR increases at the transmit, the bit error 

rate (BER) in the transmitted data is constant and varies by a small fraction. 

 

15 ) Small length Quasi-Cyclic LDPC code for wireless applications 

Low – density parity – check (LDPC) codes can achieve performance near to the capacity 

curve when the length of the code is high enough and when decoded by belief 

propagation. Because of this property LDPC codes have found wide application in various 

fields like satellite transmission, recording in magnetic discs etc. This paper presents 2 

small length LDPC codes of rate half and three-fourth, showing good performance and 

with low encoding complexity, for radio application. The code is constructed using 

permutation matrices of z X z dimension or zero matrices of dimension z X z, where z = 



32, 28, 24, 20 and 16. Simulation results of the codes show good bit error rate 

performance with min-sum decoding algorithm. 

 

16)  An Adaptive Blind Video Watermarking Technique based on SD-BPSO and 

DWT-SVD 

Data Exchange in the form of multimedia has seen atremendous increase in the past 

decade thereby requiring a need for better security and protection for proprietary rights. 

Blind Watermarking is a well-established authentication technique and in this paper, we 

propose a novel algorithm for watermarking videos. The proposed concepts include 

Adaptive Frame Selection using SD-BPSO to ensure the watermarks have least 

detrimental effects on the video as a whole. The integrity of the video is validated using 

the Peak Signal to Nose Ratio (PSNR). The robustness of the algorithm is also tested by 

subjecting the videos to several standard attacks such as -- rotation, cropping, image 

shift, histogram equalization and image sharpening. Bit Error Rate (BER) is also used, in 

order to determine the efficiency of the system in retaining the watermark. 

 

17)  Synchronizing WI-Fi Access Points with GPS time obtained from 

Smartphone to aid localization 

Wi-Fi Access Points (WAPs) are readily available everywhere for access to the Internet. 

Unless specifically designed for localisation applications and their position accurately 

calibrated, WAPs do not offer accurate position calculation and, do not know their 

geographic position. However, Smartphone, with the aid of onboard GPS and Wi-Fi will 

know their location to within few meters when outdoors. This paper proposes to utilize 

Smartphones, while outdoors, to sync the clock-time and define the location of any WAP 

within reach. This is achieved by using Trilateration techniques where the Smartphones 

become reference stations at several instances in time as they approach available WAPs. 

Also, any WAP position is continuously updated as other Smartphones approach them. 

Such WAPs can later be used as reference stations to aid indoors localisation. Simulation 

scenarios based on MATLAB implementation has proved the viability of this scheme. 

 

18)Improved and Innovative Key Generation Algorithms for Biometric 

Cryptosystems 

Traditional cryptography provides powerful mechanisms to achieve information security 

but suffers from the key management problems. Biometrics has been an alternative 

measure for user authentication and identification based on physiological and behavioral 

characteristics of persons but still suffers from various biometric variations (due to wear-

and-tear, accidental injuries, malfunctions, and patho-physiological development), 

improper acquisition and inconsistent representation of the biometric signal. Then comes 

the biometric cryptosystem which blends the cryptography and biometrics to reflect the 



combined strength of the two fields along with wiping out some common drawbacks in 

them. The key is dynamically generated from the biometric data instead of storing 

somewhere and used for authentication or input to cryptographic algorithms. In 

this paper, we have studied a previously proposed algorithm for biometric key 

generation from fingerprint, analyzed it, improved it and proposed a new distance based 

key generation algorithm for the same purpose. 

 

19)Low Sampling-rate Approach for ECG Signals with Compressed Sensing 

Theory 

A Wireless Body Area network (WBAN) is a special purpose of Wireless Sensor Networks 

(WSNs) to connect various Biomedical Wireless Sensors (BWSs) located inside and 

outside of 

the human body to collect and transmit vital signals. The collected biomedical data send 

out via Gate Way (GW) to external databases at the hospitals and medical centers for 

diagnostic and therapeutic purposes. The electrocardiogram (ECG) signals are widely 

used in health care systems because they are noninvasive mechanisms to establish 

medical diagnosis of heart diseases. In order to fully exploit the benefits of WBANs to 

Electronic Health (EH), Mobile Health (MH), and Ambulatory Health Monitoring Systems 

(AHMS) the power consumption and sampling rate should be restricted to a minimum. 

With this in mind, Compressed Sensing (CS) procedure and the collaboration of Block 

Sparse Bayesian Learning (BSBL) based on Dynamic Thresholding Approach (DTA) is 

used to provide a robust low sampling-rate approach for normal and abnormal ECG 

signals. Advanced WBANs based on our approach will be able to deliver healthcare not 

only to patients in hospital and medical centers; but also in their homes and workplaces 

thus offering cost saving, and improving the quality of life. Our simulation results 

illustrate 35% reduction of Percentage Root-mean-square Difference (PRD) and a good 

level of quality for Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). 

 

20) Non-expanded Visual Cryptography Scheme with Authentication 

This is one of the methods of providing the authentication to the image that needs to be 

transmitted. This paper discusses a sought of cryptography along with providing the 

authentication to the images before they the original image needs to be transmitted. The 

modified data is transmitted. At the receiver end the received image is subjected to the 

form of the reverse process of authentication and cryptography to obtain back the 

secrete image or information. Here while providing the authentication, image is divided 

into blocks of 2X2 size. This 2X2 block is converted into two shares.  We fix the first 

share image and shift the other share image for certain unit, we can obtain the extra 

confidential data. The process the repeated throughout image Six fundamental blocks 

are defined to generate two share images. Finally, we reverse the first share image and 



stack with the other share image to obtain back the secrete image and hence the extra 

confidential data is revealed. This method is called as non-expanded scheme with block 

encoding because it encodes a black-and-white image into the same size of share 

images as the original secret image is proposed.  This study combines the non-expanded 

scheme with the extra ability of hiding confidential data to prevent the detection of 

information. 

 

21) Comparison of Wavelet Filters in Image Coding using Hybrid Compression 

Technique 

In this, we performed compression of an image by using Hybrid (DWT & DCT) technique. 

Standard wavelet filters of Haar,Daubechies, Symlets, Coiflets, BiorSplines & ReverseBior 

were used to estimate compression performance. Generally any Compression method is 

trying to reduce number of bits per pixel for sufficient representation of image. So 

memory needed for storing necessary information is reduced & communication efficiency 

is upgraded. In modern days, the method of image decomposition with the help of 

wavelets has attained an immense agreement of reputation. Totally standard wavelet 

filters are compared with 3 different gray images in the encoding section & tabulated the 

MSE Vs PSNR simulation results. These results offered that, Daubechies (db9) wavelet 

family produced better results with this Hybrid image compression scheme. 

 

22)Implementation and performance analysis of DCT-DWT-SVD based 

watermarking Algorithms for color images 

Digital image watermarking is one such technology that has been developed to protect 

digital content (text, images, audio, and video) from illegal manipulations. In this paper 

we proposed implementation and performance analysis of two different watermarking 

schemes based on DCT-DWT-SVD. Both are non blind techniques. One is based on SVD 

of DC coefficients using second level DWT decomposition and other is consider SVD of all 

DCT values of second level DWT composition of cover image. To check effectiveness of 

both techniques for Imperceptibility and robustness PSNR and NCC parameters are used. 

 

23)  Dynamic Spectrum Allocation in Femto based LTE Network 

3GPP(3rd Generation Partnership Project, collaboration between groups of 

telecommunications associations )  has introduced LTE ( Long Term Evolution, marketed 

as 4G LTE, is a standard for wireless communication of high-speed data for mobile 

phones and data terminals ) Femto cells to handle the traffic for indoor users and to 

reduce the load on the Macro cells. However, the current LTE Femto based system is not 

able to utilize the spectrum efficiently. Hence, we propose a new spectrum allocation 

method which dynamically allocates the spectrum between Macro and Femto cells and 

dynamically inside Femto regions based on user traffic demands. This method is 



applicable only for enterprise cellular deployments in which, all Femtos are deployed in a 

planned manner. 

 

24)  Image Watermarking Based on DWT Coefficients Modification for Social 

Networking Services 

In this paper considers a situation where the copyright of distributed images/photos in 

social networks is violated. Since the images/photos published on social networks are 

usually modified and/or compressed to the match the template provided by the service 

providers, we thus propose a digital image watermarking based on DWT coefficients 

modification to be used for such images/photos. Basically, in the embedding process, the 

blue component of original host image is decomposed by the Discrete Wavelet Transform 

(DWT) to obtain the coefficients in LL sub-band, and some of them are used to carry 

watermark signal. In the extraction process, original coefficients prediction in the LL sub-

band based on mean filter is employed to extract the embedded watermark. The 

experimental results show that the performance of our proposed method in term of 

average NC is superior to the previous ones. 

 

25) Confidential Encrypted Data Hiding and Retrieval Using QR Authentication 

System 

Now, security and authenticity of data is a big challenge. To solve this problem, we 

propose an innovative method to authenticate the digital documents. In this paper, we 

propose a new method, where the marks obtained by a candidate will also be encoded in 

QR Code TM in encrypted form, so that if an intruder tries to change the marks in the 

mark sheet then he cannot do that in the QR CodeTM, because the encryption key is 

unknown to him. In this method, we encrypt the mark sheet data using the TTJSA 

encryption algorithm. The encrypted marks are entered inside QR code and that QR code 

is also printed with the original data of the mark sheet. The marks can then be retrieved 

from the QR code and can be decrypted using TTJSA decryption algorithm and then it 

can be verified with marks already there in the mark sheet. 

 

26)  Information Hiding in Gray Scale Images using Pseudo - Randomized 

Visual Cryptography Algorithm for Visual Information Security 

Security has gained a lot of importance as information technology is widely used. 

Cryptography refers to the study of mathematical techniques and related aspects of 

Information Security like data confidentiality, data Integrity, and of data authentication. 

Visual cryptography (VC) is a process where a secret image is encrypted into shares 

which refuse to divulge information about the original secret image. Its strength is a fact 

that the decryption of the secret image is through human visual system without 

computation. A basic model for visual cryptography for natural images was proposed by 



Naor and Shamir. In this paper, a novel method of VC is presented for halftone images 

which represent the resultant image in the same size as the original secret image. Hiding 

of the visual information based on pseudo randomization and pixel reversal is also 

proposed. 

 

27)  Interactive Remote Laboratories with Gesture Based Interface through 

Microsoft Kinect 

Traditionally remote laboratory experiments are performed by providing inputs either by 

keying using a keypad or through mouse movement and clicking. These methods lack in 

providing real-time experience (touch) of the knobs (operation) of the instruments to the 

learners. In undergraduate and mainly in high school education, many experiments 

particularly in physics, chemistry and engineering involve a set of physical interaction 

with the instruments rather than just typed inputs from a keypad. In this paper, we 

discuss the gesture-based approach which allows learners to provide inputs using 

physical movement of the hand (or gestures) which are captured by Microsoft Kinect. We 

show that gesture-based interface provide more interesting and immersive ways to 

perform real-time experiments in remote laboratories. 

 

28)Improve Method on DOA Estimation Accuracy of Signal Subspace Sensitivity 

Based on Mutual Coupling Matrix 

The performance of the DOA algorithm and many other high resolution methods 

degrades severely with the high correlated multipath signals encountered in target low 

angle tracking. DOA estimation error is overcome by deriving new version of the effects 

model error and sensitivity analysis on subspace methods. An improved algorithm for 

DOA estimation of coherent signal is proposed. This algorithm has based on the structure 

of mutual coupling matrix of uniform linear array and effects model error sensitivity 

analysis. The performance of these two approaches is then compared with that of the 

well-known MUSIC algorithm using spatial smoothing. Through simulation, we show that 

the proposed method offers significantly improved estimation resolution and accuracy 

relative to existing method. 

 

29) Multiscale Image Fusion Using the Undecimated Wavelet Transform with 

Spectral Factorization and Non-orthogonal Filter Banks 

Multiscale transforms are among the most popular techniques in the field of pixel-level 

image fusion. However, the fusion performance of these methods often deteriorates for 

images derived from different sensor modalities. In this paper, we demonstrate that for 

such images, results can be improved using a novel undecimated wavelet transform 

(UWT)- based fusion scheme, which splits the image decomposition process into two 

successive filtering operations using spectral factorization of the analysis filters. The 



actual fusion takes place after convolution with the first filter pair. Its significantly 

smaller support size leads to the minimization of the unwanted spreading of coefficient 

values around overlapping image singularities. This usually complicates the feature 

selection process and may lead to the introduction of reconstruction errors in the fused 

image. Moreover, we will show that the non-subsampled nature of the UWT allows the 

design of non-orthogonal filter banks, which are more robust to artifacts introduced 

during fusion, additionally improving the obtained results. The combination of these 

techniques leads to a fusion framework, which provides clear advantages over traditional 

multiscale fusion approaches, independent of the underlying fusion rule, and reduces 

unwanted side effects such as ringing artifacts in the fused reconstruction. 

 

30) Study and Analysis of PCA, DCT & DWT based Image Fusion Techniques 

Image Fusion is a process of combining the relevant information from a set of images, 

into a single image, wherein the resultant fused image will be more informative and 

complete than any of the input images. This paper discusses the Formulation, Process 

Flow Diagrams and algorithms of PCA (principal Component Analysis), DCT (Discrete 

Cosine Transform) and DWT (Discrete Wavelet Transform) based image fusion 

techniques. The results are also presented in table & picture format for comparative 

analysis of above techniques. The PCA & DCT are conventional fusion techniques with 

many drawbacks, whereas DWT based techniques are more favorable as they provides 

better results for image fusion. In this paper, two algorithms based on DWT are 

proposed, these are, pixel averaging & maximum pixel replacement approach. 

 

31)Artificial Neural Network Based Method for Indian Sign Language 

Recognition 

Sign Language is a language which uses hand gestures, facial expressions and body 

movements for communication. A sign language consists of either word level signs or 

finger spelling. It is the only communication mean for the deaf-dumb community. But 

the hearing people never try to learn the sign language. So the deaf people cannot 

interact with the normal people without a sign language interpreter. This causes the 

isolation of deaf people in the society. So a system that automatically recognizes the 

sign language is necessary. The implementation of such a system provides a platform for 

the interaction of hearing disabled people with the rest of the world without an 

interpreter. In this paper, we propose a method for the automatic recognition of finger 

spelling in Indian sign language. The proposed method uses digital image processing 

techniques and artificial neural network for recognizing different signs. 

 

32)  Development of Crypto-Biometric E-Banking System 



The Internet has played a key role in changing how we interact with other people and 

how we do business today. As a result of the Internet, electronic commerce has 

emerged, allowing businesses to more effectively interact with their customers and other 

corporations inside and outside their industries. One industry that is using this new 

communication channel to reach its customers is the banking industry. The challenges 

that oppose electronic banking are the concerns of security and privacy of information. It 

is not enough for an e-banking system to just provide information to their customers but 

to provide it to the right customers and at the right time.  This project focuses on 

developing a secured e-banking system using encryption and face recognition as the two 

levels of security mechanism since the username and password security mechanism are 

easily breached by mere guess work. This E-banking system was designed using MATLAB 

as well as face recognition and encryption. 

 

33)  An Appearance Based Human Motion Tracker 

Human motion tracking is a common requirement for many real world applications such 

as video surveillance, games, cultural and medical applications. In this paper an 

appearance based tracking system is proposed which tracks human motion from a video 

scene. The system is based on appearance based color histogram and color correlogram 

model. Multiple people can be tracked consistently by this proposed system. This system 

works well in indoor and semi-indoor environment. The proposed system comprises of 

five major steps. Firstly all motion blobs in the video scene are extracted. Morphological 

image closing are applied then on extracted motion blobs for removing anomalies 

associated with blobs. After that all the motion blobs are counted and labeled by 

connected component finding. Correlogram and histogram model for each blob are built 

from the color information of moving blobs in the next step. Similarity measures 

between the blobs of the current image frame and previous image frame are calculated. 

Finally system performs tracking based on the similarity measures from frame to frame. 

The system is consistent during partial occlusion. During occlusion occluding entities are 

tracked as one entity and tracked separately when they split. 

 

34) Multiscale Image Fusion Using the Undecimated Wavelet Transform with 

Spectral Factorization and Non-orthogonal Filter Banks 

Multiscale transforms are among the most popular techniques in the field of pixel-level 

image fusion. However, the fusion performance of these methods often deteriorates for 

images derived from different sensor modalities. In this paper, we demonstrate that for 

such images, results can be improved using a novel undecimated wavelet transform 

(UWT)- based fusion scheme, which splits the image decomposition process into two 

successive filtering operations using spectral factorization of the analysis filters. The 

actual fusion takes place after convolution with the first filter pair. Its significantly 



smaller support size leads to the minimization of the unwanted spreading of coefficient 

values around overlapping image singularities. This usually complicates the feature 

selection process and may lead to the introduction of reconstruction errors in the fused 

image. Moreover, we will show that the non-subsampled nature of the UWT allows the 

design of non-orthogonal filter banks, which are more robust to artifacts introduced 

during fusion, additionally improving the obtained results. The combination of these 

techniques leads to a fusion framework, which provides clear advantages over traditional 

multiscale fusion approaches, independent of the underlying fusion rule, and reduces 

unwanted side effects such as ringing artifacts in the fused reconstruction. 

 

35) Image Fusion Technique using DT-CWT 

Image Fusion is the process of combining information of two or more images into a 

single image which can retain all important features of the all original images. Here the 

input to fusion involves set of images taken from different modalities of the same scene. 

Output is a better quality image; which depends on a particular application. The 

objective of fusion is to generate an image which describes a scene better or even higher 

than any single image with respect to some relevant properties providing an informative 

image. These fusion techniques are important in diagnosing and treating cancer in 

medical fields. This paper focuses on the development of an image fusion method using 

Dual Tree Complex Wavelet Transform. The results show the proposed algorithm has a 

better visual quality than the base methods. Also the quality of the fused image has 

been evaluated using a set of quality metrics. 

 

36) TDOA Based Node Localization in WSN using Neural Networks 

This is one of the methods of localization where the concept is to change the position of 

sensor device so that devices in the network will make use of the less energy to 

communicate with each other. The localization is done by using the time difference of 

arrival information between the sensor nodes and anchor node (base station) by using 

the neural networks concept. This is a method where accuracy of the localization is more 

compared to other traditional methods. 

 

37)  Sixth Sense Technology 

Sixth Sense technology is a technology with which a system could be trained to 

recognize and percept real world objects and react as desired. Sixth Sense technology 

bridges the gap between the physical world and the digital world, bringing intangible, 

digital information out into the tangible world, and allowing us to interact with this 

information via natural hand gestures. Sixth Sense technology is implemented in 'Sixth 

Sense/WUW (wear your world) using gesture recognition, augmented reality, computer 



vision and radio frequency identification. We have proposed that Sixth Sense technology 

could be integrated with voice recognition. 

 

38) Colorization-Based Compression Using Optimization 

In this paper, we formulate the colorization-based coding problem into an optimization 

problem, i.e., an L1 minimization problem. In colorization-based coding, the encoder 

chooses a few representative pixels (RP) for which the chrominance values and the 

positions are sent to the decoder, whereas in the decoder, the chrominance values for all 

the pixels are reconstructed by colorization methods. The main issue in colorization-

based coding is how to extract the RP well 

therefore the compression rate and the quality of the reconstructed color image becomes 

good. By formulating the colorization-based coding into an L1 minimization problem, it is 

guaranteed that, given the colorization matrix, the chosen set of RP becomes the optimal 

set in the sense that it minimizes the error between the original and the reconstructed 

color image. In other words, for a fixed error value and a given colorization matrix, the 

chosen set of RP is the smallest set possible. We also propose a method to construct the 

colorization matrix that colorizes the image in a multiscale manner. This, combined with 

the proposed RP extraction method, allows us to choose a very small set of RP. It is 

shown experimentally that the proposed method outperforms conventional colorization-

based coding methods as well as the JPEG standard and is comparable with the 

JPEG2000 compression standard, both in terms of the compression rate and the quality 

of the reconstructed color image. 

 

39)  Node Deployment Strategy for WSN-based Node-Sequence Localization 

Considering Specific Paths 

In this paper we further consider the condition when the target is used to moving in 

specific paths in the sensing environment. We can then deploy sensor nodes to optimize 

the location error along the paths. We propose path division and path bounding 

mechanisms to assist in sensor node deployment. In path division, the path is divided 

into several quasi-linear subpaths such that the subpaths can be easily processed using 

path bounding mechanism. In path bounding, three sensor nodes are first deployed for 

each subpath such that the area partition along the subpath can be as small as possible. 

After path-bounding processing, more sensor nodes can be deployed to further reduce 

the location error for multiple subpaths. For paths with single or multiple quasi-linear 

subpaths, we investigate the effectiveness that our proposed mechanism may achieve. 

The analysis results show that our proposed deployment mechanisms outperform the 

one with either random deployment, spacing keeping deployment, angle optimization 

deployment, or traditional cross-type deployment. 

 



40) Assisting people with disabilities through Kinect sensors into a smart 

house. 

The control of patients and persons with disabilities has always been a major concern in 

hospitals as in homes. Research works in this field aim to control and surround patients 

with comfort, safety in their homes while respecting their privacy. In this paper, we 

propose a monitoring system based on Kinect sensors to control and monitor elderly 

people into a smart house. The system recognizes gestures and communicates them 

through a network. We test some hand gestures and how it can be recognized with this 

sensor. 

 

41) Implementation of Image Fusion algorithm using MATLAB 

This paper represents an approach to implement image fusion algorithm ie LAPLACIAN 

PYRAMID. In this technique implements a pattern selective approach to image fusion. 

The basic idea is to perform pyramid decomposition on each source image and finally 

reconstruct the fused image by performing an inverse pyramid transform. It offers 

benefits like resolution, S/N ratio and pixel size. The aim of image fusion, apart from 

reducing the amount of data, is to create new images that are more suitable for the 

purposes of human/machine perception, and for further image-processing tasks such as 

segmentation, object detection or target recognition in applications such as remote 

sensing and medical imaging Based on this technique finally it reconstructs the fused 

image from the fused pyramid. 

 

42)  An extended visual cryptography scheme without pixel expansion for 

halftone images 

Visual cryptography is a secret sharing scheme which uses images distributed as shares 

such that, when the shares are superimposed, a hidden secret image is revealed. In 

extended visual cryptography, the share images are constructed to contain meaningful 

cover images, thereby providing opportunities for integrating visual cryptography and 

biometric security techniques. In this paper, we propose a method for processing 

halftone images that improves the quality of the share images and the recovered secret 

image in an extended visual cryptography scheme for which the size of the share images 

and the recovered image is the same as for the original halftone secret image. The 

resulting scheme maintains the perfect security of the original extended visual 

cryptography approach. 

 

43) Synchronizing Wi-Fi Access Points with GPS time obtained from Smart 

phones to aid localization. 

Wi-Fi Access Points (WAPs) are readily available everywhere for access to the Internet. 

Unless specifically designed for localization applications and their position accurately 



calibrated, WAPs do not offer accurate position calculation and do not know their 

geographic position. However, Smart phones, with the aid of onboard GPS and Wi-Fi will 

know their location to within few meters when outdoors. This paper proposes to utilize 

Smart phones, while outdoors, to sync the clock-time and define the location of any WAP 

within reach. This is achieved by using Trilateration techniques where the Smart phones 

become reference stations at several instances in time as they approach available WAPs. 

Also, any WAP position is continuously updated as other Smart phones approach them. 

Such WAPs can later be used as reference stations to aid indoors localization. Simulation 

scenarios based on MATLAB implementation has proved the viability of this scheme. 

 

44) Fingerprinting Localization Based on Affinity Propagation Clustering and 

Artificial Neural Networks (APCANN) 

Fingerprinting localization techniques have been intensively studied in indoor WLAN 

environment. Artificial neural networks (ANN) based fingerprinting technique could 

potentially provide high accuracy and robust performance. However, it has the 

limitations of slow convergence, high complexity and large memory storage requirement, 

which are the bottlenecks of its wide application, especially in the case of a large-scale 

indoor environment and the terminal with limited computing capability and memory 

resources. In this paper, we firstly introduce affinity propagation (AP) clustering 

algorithm to reduce the computation cost and memory overhead, and then explore the 

properties of radio basis function (RBF) neural networks that may affect the accuracy of 

the proposed fingerprinting localization systems. We carry out various experiments in a 

real-world setup where multiple access points are present. The detailed comparison 

results reveal how the clustering algorithm and the neural networks affect the 

performance of the proposed algorithms.    \ 

 

45) Robust Digital Image Cryptosystem Based on Nonlinear Dynamics of 

Compound Sine and Cosine Chaotic Maps for Private Data Protection. 

This paper presents a digital image cryptosystem based on nonlinear dynamics of a 

compound sine and cosine chaotic map. The compound sine and cosine chaotic map is 

proposed for high-degree of chaos over most regions of parameter spaces in order to 

increase high-entropy random-bit sources. Image diffusion is performed through pixel 

shuffling and bit-plane separations prior to XOR operations in order to achieve a fast 

encryption process. Security key conversions from ASCII code to floating number for use 

as initial conditions and control parameters are also presented in order to enhance key-

space and key-sensitivity performances. Experiments have been performed in MATLAB 

using standard color images. Nonlinear dynamics of the chaotic maps were initially 

investigated in terms of Cobweb map, chaotic attractor, Lyapunov exponent spectrum, 

bifurcation diagram, and 2-dimensional parameter spaces. Encryption qualitative 



performances are evaluated through pixel density histograms, 2-dimensional power 

spectral density, key space analysis, key sensitivity, vertical, horizontal, and diagonal 

correlation plots. Encryption quantitative performances are evaluated through correlation 

coefficients, NPCR and UACI. Demonstrations of wrong-key decrypted image are also 

included. 

 

46) Gesture and Voice Driven Mobile Tribot Robot using Kinect Sensor 

The Project is a three devices integrated system - Microsoft Kinect, Mobile Lego NXT 

Robot and computer. These are controlled in a single application which enables the user 

to control the NXT Robot remotely by tracking its hands after short calibration using 

voice commands. 

 

47)  Object Tracking System Based on Invariant Features 

Modern Tracking algorithms treat tracking as a binary classification problem between the 

object class and the background class. In this paper, we propose the use of Distance 

Metric Learning (DML) in combination with Nearest Neighbor (NN) classification for 

object tracking. Initially a video file is read and the frames in the video are accessed 

individually. The object in that video is first detected using canny edge detector. We 

assume that the previous appearances of the object and the background are clustered so 

that a nearest neighbor classifier can be used to distinguish between the new 

appearance of the object and the appearance of the background. Using Nearest Neighbor 

classifier it is able to distinguish the object from other objects. The process is repeated 

for all the frames. Then the object is tracked using the Distance Metric Learning 

algorithm using normalized correlation between the frames. The human appearance 

model is identified using the Blob detector which uses the skin color to identify the 

object. Then the bounding box is fixed for the object in that frame. Then the video is 

reconstructed with the processed frames. Feature extraction is done using Region Props 

which threshold the image and extract the features. Measure the gray level co-

occurrence matrix and match the best similar one. 

 

48)  Performance Evaluation and Comparison of Modified Denoising Method and 

the Local Adaptive Wavelet Image Denoising Method. 

Removal of noise is an important step in the image restoration process, but denoising of 

image remains a challenging problem in recent research associate with image 

processing. Denoising is used to remove the noise from corrupted image, while retaining 

the edges and other detailed features as much as possible. This noise gets introduced 

during acquisition, transmission & reception and storage & retrieval processes. In this 

paper, to find out denoised image the modified denoising method and the local adaptive 

wavelet image denoising method can be used. The noisy image is denoised by modified 



denoising method which is based on wavelet domain and spatial domain and the local 

adaptive wavelet image denoising method which is based on wavelet domain. In this 

paper, we have evaluated and compared performances of modified denoising method 

and the local adaptive wavelet image denoising method. These methods are compared 

with other based on PSNR (Peak signal to noise ratio) between original image and noisy 

image and PSNR between original image and denoised image. Simulation and 

experiment results for an image demonstrate that RMSE of the local adaptive wavelet 

image denoising method is least as compare to modified denoising method and the PSNR 

of the local adaptive wavelet image denoising method is high than other method. 

Therefore, the image after denoising has a better visual effect. In this paper, these two 

methods are implemented by using MATLAB for denoising of image. 


